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Making Fast Manufacturing Smart

The role of Advanced Analytics in meeting Accelerating Consumer Demand
by: Amy Anderson

Talk to manufacturers from nearly any
vertical and you will hear how they are
being stressed in ways that were unanticipated even 10 years ago.
Rising consumer expectations have precipitated fast and still accelerating time
to market. Layered against that, product
lifecycles are on overdrive resulting in
many organizations needing to predict
peak demand and corresponding inventory,
and allocation and replenishment before
the first item has shipped.

In those articles and in others, the core
question becomes how today’s manufacturers can meet competitive pressures
while balancing the realities of their supply chain and manufacturing limitations.
Increasingly many manufacturers are

cases for decades, manufacturing has
been slower than other functional areas to
tying those insights to predictive decision
making.
It becomes even more ironic due to the
ability for manufacturing to accelerate

finding an expanded utilization
of advanced analytics is the key
to more confident decisioning
and more agile operations.

past other organizational areas in terms of
seeing fast and significant ROI from those
insights over other corporate areas.

Projections that in past revenue cycles
have had the benefit of months of research

and predictable consumer demand patterns
are becoming increasingly rare. The
result, manufacturers are needing to make
significant changes toward becoming more
nimble and anticipatory.
Recent articles in both Forbes and Industry
Week have explored the impacts of rising
consumer expectations and how they are
pushing supply chains and manufacturing
to the breaking point.
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How Predictive Insights can
help Manufacturers
As a result of a myriad of rapidly changing issues including market consolidation, channel conflict, globalization,
vertical integration, and price and margin
pressure manufacturers are looking for
new ways to rapidly improve their insights to better inform their decisioning.
Advanced analytic based initiative have
been the answer for many of them.
The irony is while data related to manufacturing has been collected, in some

Leveraging captured data to become more
predictive offers manufacturers an array of
ways to improve margins and reduce costs
while at the same time helping to navigate
an increasingly fast paced and distributed
manufacturing process. Analytics based
impacts to the manufacturing process itself
help companies maximize plant utilization, both equipment and teams, and allow
for more granular factoring for inevitable
delays including preventive maintenance
and employee attrition at the least impactful times.
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Moving beyond those areas can help
manufactures identify an array of valuable insights including which products
are yielding the highest margins, which
suppliers are optimal based on offering the
best quality or best timing on raw materials, and what the anticipated sales are vs
what’s scoped for production.

profitable to not to complete the order or
reduce production, or worth the higher
costs to accelerate?
Analytics allow you to improve your decision making by tying manufacturing to

visionary began better leveraging supply
chain data to advance production planning and overall equipment effectiveness
(OEE) and enable just-in-time delivery.
But it was only a first step. With product
sales and service become more client

Analytics based insights can be tremendously helpful in optimizing the supply
chain to provide a competitive advantage
by revealing opportunities to improve efficiency across the product’s lifecycle.
Where to Start:
One key place to focus is spending some
time identifying what information specifically could help transform an aspect of
your business. Spend some time thinking
about what questions need to be asked to
get that information and build a data and
analytics project around that.

driven centric advanced analytics become
central to uncovering the market trends
necessary to drive production decisions.
What to learn how advanced analytics
can help your environment? Since 2001
eCapital has led thousands of projects and
helped hundreds of company’s meet their
goals with advanced analytics, including

For example, do you have a persistent
quality or support issue that erodes product margin? Are there shifts in manufacturing that can address that? If some of
your raw inputs will be delayed does it
make sense to allocate production in a
different direction? How far in advance
can you begin to make those predictions?
Where is your finished product in its
product lifecycle? If you can’t complete
production on time would it be more
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a more comprehensive ROI and
offers insights
into how adjusting your manufacturing will tie to fiscal
and performance outcomes. Effectively it
offers a roadmap for finding the sweet spot
between opportunity and production costs.

Fortune 1000 manufacturers. Learn more
at www.ecapitaladvisors.com.

Leading edge manufacturers have utilized
big data and advanced analytics to streamline and improve production. The most
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